user intials ________ The Airbag is considered on of the most state of the art, action sports training device in
the world. It is an enormous 39’x33’ ft cushion for your landing rather than a snow surface. It is designed to
eliminate the “trampoline effect” and impacts are absorbed with maximum softness. Freestyle skiers and
snowboarders require appropriate speed, height and velocity. The Airbag is designed to provide a training venue to
progress your ability & skills.

user intials ________ REQUIRED: Each day your first jump into the Airbag MUST be a straight air.
PROGRESSION IS KEY! YOU ARE IN CONTROL!
user intials ________ Start on smaller features and work your way up. The Airbag is a Terrain Park Feature
and should only be used by those that have progressed and are riding/skiing within their
skill level. Develop your skills on Small, Medium and Large features before progressing to
Extra Large features.

user intials ________ It is the your duty/obligation to inspect and ensure your skis/snowboard are in proper
working order, with NO broken or sharp edges.

ATML Model – Know the 4 Zones and have a plan before using any freestyle terrain
user intials ________ APPROACH zone is space for setting your speed and stance to use the feature.
Approach the Airbag take‐off for your chosen maneuver as you would for any other similarly sized and shaped
take‐off.

user intials ________ TAKE‐OFF zone is for making moves that start your maneuver.
user intials ________ MANEUVER zone is for controlling your body in the air and setting up for landing.
Maintain control through your maneuver as you aim for the landing zone.

user intials ________ LANDING zone is center of the Airbag. On impact with landing zone allow your
momentum to carry you, rolling your body into the Airbag to allow maximum transfer of your landing
energy as the BagJump deflates.

user intials ________ The Airbag Arena Requirements are listed below. No one is permitted into the enclosed
training arena without the listed mandatory requirements. Entrance is only allowed while
attendants are present. Any misuse of the BagJump will be cause for immediate resort
dismissal, revoked privileges and will not gain access again

Mandatory Requirements in order to access the Airbag Training Arena
‐ Signed Liability Release. If a minor, an adult/parent/guardian over the age of 18 must authorize and sign liability
release. A single liability release will remain on file at Bagjump Action Sports GmbH for the 2012/2013 winter
season only.
‐Must read and follow ATML Progression.
‐Mandatory Helmet use. Any person entering into the BagJump training venue must wear a helmet while using the
Jump and BagJump.
‐Purchase a ticket, punch card or air pass to use the Airbag
‐Airbag hours of operation may vary due to wind/weather conditions
‐The Airbag Arena will have an attendant at top and bottom of Airbag.

User Name (print):_______________ Date: ___________ User Signature:____________________
(under age 18 require parent/guardian signature)
Witness(print): _________________ Date: ____________ Witness Signature: ________________

Treetops AIRBAG Release of Liability and Indemnity Agreement
READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING – THIS LIMITS Treetops and Sinkar Inflateables LIABILITY
I and/or my child (collectively, “I,” “me,” or “my”) have voluntarily chosen to use the Airbag and all related activities
(collectively, the “Airbag”). I understand and agree that use of the Airbag can be HAZARDOUS. In consideration for
being permitted to use the Airbag, I agree to ASSUME ANY AND ALL RISKS OF INJURY OR DEATH which might be
associated with or result from using the Airbag and any activities preparing to use the Airbag (including training or other
types of physical activity).
I understand that participation in the Airbag involves many risks, including but not limited to, collisions with other
participants and spectators, collisions with natural and man-made objects, configuration of the Airbag, varying weather
and visibility conditions, varying snow and terrain conditions, terrain park type features, performing maneuvers (inverted
or otherwise), the acts of other participants, and all risks associated with participation in training, lessons, competitions
and special events.
I understand that I will encounter various manmade and natural terrain features during my use of the Airbag. I further
understand that using the Airbag may result in my body becoming inverted (either deliberately or involuntarily) and that
inverted maneuvers may result in injury or death. I understand that I must inspect the elements, terrain, and Airbag
before I ski or ride over them to evaluate the risks and degree of difficulty before participating. I understand that the
Airbag cannot insure my safety when performing maneuvers. I am solely responsible for knowing and understanding my
ability to use the Airbag. I understand that throughout the day snow conditions and terrain features will change.
In consideration for being permitted to use the Airbag, I AGREE TO RELEASE FROM ANY LEGAL LIABILITY AND
AGREE NEVER TO SUE Treetops and/or Sinkar Inflateables and/or Partners or any of their parent companies,
subsidiaries, owners, employees, agents, landowners, or The United States of America Department of Agriculture,
Forest Service (collectively, “Airbag Arena”) for injury or death resulting from my use of the Bagjump, regardless of the
cause, including the alleged NEGLIGENCE of Airbag Arena. I further AGREE TO DEFEND, INDEMNIFY AND HOLD
HARMLESS Airbag Arena for any claims, lawsuits, damages, attorney fees, costs or judgments arising out of my use of
the Airbag.
I UNDERSTAND THIS IS A RELEASE OF LIABILITY THAT IS VALID FOREVER. I understand that this RELEASE OF
LIABILITY will prevent me, my child, or my heirs from filing suit or making any claim for damages in the event of
injury or death from my use of the Airbag. Additionally, in the event
I file or my child or any legal representative files a claim or a lawsuit arising out of my use of the Bagjump, I AGREE TO
DEFEND, INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS Airbag Arena for any damages, attorney’s fees, or costs arising out of
such a claim or a lawsuit. With a full understanding of this agreement, I nevertheless enter into this agreement freely and
voluntarily and agree that it is binding upon me, my child, my heirs, assigns and legal representatives.
I hereby authorize the use and reproduction of my image and/or likeness by Airbag Arena l and its authorized
representatives, without compensation or restriction. Photographers executing this agreement understand that images
they take of the Airbag may be used by Airbag Arena at any time, regardless of date used.
I understand and agree that this agreement is severable and that if any clause is found to be invalid, the balance of the
agreement will remain in effect and will be valid and enforceable. I agree that any action will be brought in the State of
Michigan, or alternatively, in a court of competent jurisdiction in the State of Michigan. Any disputes will be subject to and
determined under the laws of Austria/Europe.
Signature of Applicant ______________________________________________________ Date ___________________
Prospective applicants under the age of 18 years are required to have a parent or legal guardian read and sign this
Agreement.
Print Name of Parent/Legal Guardian ___________________________________ Relation _______________________
Signature of Parent/Legal Guardian ____________________________________ Date __________________________

